“Re-establishing the True Worship of God”: Divinity and Religious Violence in France after the Edict of Nantes
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Malgré que l’édit de Nantes de 1598 soit couramment considéré comme un édit de tolérance ayant mis un terme aux guerres de religions en France, de puissants discours sur Dieu ont continué de susciter des conflits entre calvinistes et catholiques. Ces interprétations ont inspiré les laïques français, et en particulier les guerriers nobles du sud de la France, à s’engager dans des violences religieuses. Cet article montre comment la tâche de « rétablir le véritable culte de Dieu » est devenu l’objectif vital de ces catholiques laïques dans les derniers moments des guerres de religions françaises. La force croissante du mouvement de Contre-réforme dans les milieux nobles catholiques du sud de la France, a finalement provoqué des campagnes violentes dans le but de restaurer le catholicisme par la force ; ce qui a rendu toute forme de réelle coexistence religieuse impossible en ce début du XVIIe siècle.

On 8 August 1599, the bishop of Saintes celebrated mass in the church of Saint-Barthélemy in La Rochelle, restoring Catholic religious practice to the predominantly Protestant city for the first time in three decades. The significance of restoring the mass to La Rochelle, one of the great bastions of Calvinism within France, was lost on no one. François de Sales responded to the restoration of Catholic practice there by exclaiming: “Would to God that [Catholic] worship could be made as free in Geneva as it is in La Rochelle.”

A contemporary pamphlet announced that:

God has so touched the heart of His Majesty, that his principal goal is that during his reign God will be served and adored, and his holy church revered. To these ends, after having given to his subjects the singular good of peace, he has also by the same means procured the re-establishment of the divine service in all of the places where, because of the malice of these times, it has been prohibited until now.
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The re-establishment of the mass throughout France had become a vital goal for Catholics in the latter stages of the French Wars of Religion from the 1590s to the 1620s. The language in this pamphlet constructs a dual agency, simultaneously highlighting God’s inspiration for Henri IV and the king’s own efforts to ensure that God’s church is “revered” in France. Catholics and their God would work together for the “re-establishment of the divine service.”

The place of God in society and the nature of the relationship between humans and the divine represented crucial issues during the entire period of the French Wars of Religion, which spanned from 1562 to 1629. My research suggests that participants in the French Wars of Religion continued to see God’s hand at work on earth well into the seventeenth century as Catholics continued to struggle to control contested religious sites. A number of conferences surrounding the 400th anniversary of the Edict of Nantes of 1598 have effectively called into question the edict’s status as a document establishing toleration. Other recent studies have begun to consider the precedents for the edict, its implementation, its institutions, and its legacy. Yet, scholars have not yet fully examined the problematic status of God in the very unstable but dynamic early seventeenth-century French society. Catholic conceptions of God and their attitudes toward violence strongly influenced conflict in the religiously divided provinces of Guyenne and Languedoc after the Edict of Nantes, at a moment when the Counter-Reformation movement played a particular role in shaping religious conflict and French society.

Powerful interpretations of God fueled confessional conflict between Calvinists and Catholics after the Edict of Nantes by inspiring French lay people, and especially the warrior nobles of southern France, to engage in religious violence. Lay participants in civil conflicts applied theologies and ideologies of the divine, seeing God as a motivator, or even an agent, of violence during the religious wars. Susan Karant-Nunn, Edward Muir, Barbara Diefendorf, and other historians have pointed out the importance of lay piety and devotional practices in the unfolding of the Protestant and Catholic reformation movements. God’s relationship with humans was clearly in flux in the period of the reformation, and renewed lay participation in religious activity characterized each of the emerging confessions. In an important work on religious violence during the Protestant Reformation, Lee Palmer Wandel has rightly called for an avoidance of sharp distinctions between the religion of “learned elites” and “popular” religion, suggesting that historians explore a wide range of sources to expose how “theology was expressed in the cultural practices of Christianity.” Wandel’s study of one form of religious violence—iconoclasm—seeks to demonstrate that for early modern Christians,
“where and how one worshiped God—both liturgy and ethics—were the expression, the outward form, of one’s theology, one’s understanding of God and His relation to humankind.”¹¹ I would like to use a similar approach to reconsider the position of God in Counter-Reformation France, particularly as seen by the lay persons most directly involved in religious violence.¹²

This article will address precisely the problem of “re-establishing the true worship of God” during the final stages of the French Wars of Religion, questioning how God’s position in the religious beliefs and practices of French Catholics affected both the dynamics of ongoing conflicts and the possibilities of reconciliation.¹³ A compelling providentialist understanding of God inspired lay Catholics to participate in Counter-Reformation projects to restore Catholic worship in areas under Calvinist control, and especially those established as places de sûreté by the Edict of Nantes. New Post-Tridentine Catholic devotional practices shaped the ways in which French Catholics viewed the relationships between God and human community. Such views of God motivated Catholic warrior nobles, in particular, to engage in what they regarded as divinely-sanctioned violence to purify communities and fully re-establish Catholicism. The growing strength of the Counter-Reformation movement among southern French nobles ultimately inspired violent campaigns to restore Catholicism by force, making any long-term, meaningful coexistence between Calvinists and Catholics impossible.

The Edict of Nantes and the Counter-Reformation in France

While many Catholics were initially worried about the promulgation of the 1598 Edict of Nantes, they came to welcome the provisions for the re-establishment of Catholic religious practice and the restitution of ecclesiastical properties throughout the kingdom. The edict’s Article 3 forcefully proclaimed:

We command that the Roman, Catholic, and Apostolic religion shall be reinstated and re-established in all places and parts of this our kingdom and the lands under our obedience where its exercise has been interrupted, that it may be peaceably and freely exercised without any disturbance or impediment. Expressly forbidding every person of whatever estate, quality, or condition they may be, under the above-mentioned penalties, from troubling, disturbing, or molesting ecclesiastics in the celebration of divine service, in the enjoyment and collection of the tithes, fruits, and revenues of their benefices, and all other rights and duties belonging to them; and that all those who have taken possession of churches, houses, goods, and revenues belonging to the said ecclesiastics during the troubles, and who still hold and occupy them, place the ecclesiastics back in full possession and quiet enjoyment thereof, with such rights, liberties, and security as they had before they were dispossessed. Also expressly forbidding those of the said so-called
Reformed religion from preaching or otherwise exercising that religion in the churches, houses, and habitations of the said ecclesiastics.14

Henri IV’s instructions to the *commissaires* sent to implement the Edict of Nantes in Dauphiné explained the details of article 3, specifying that “the principal goal that the king intended by the said édit de Nantes was to re-establish the exercise of the Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman religion in the places where it has been prohibited.”15 These instructions leave little doubt that the edict represented a powerful document for Catholics eager to work at restoring the “true” faith. Counter-Reformation Catholics repeatedly cited such provisions in their negotiations, their demands for access to Calvinist-dominated communities, and their calls for the restitution of religious sites under Huguenot control. When Catholics regained access to the Huguenot bastion of Montauban in 1607, the documents granting them permission to practise their faith within the city walls and to reoccupy the church Saint-Jacques directly cited articles 3 and 20 of the Edict of Nantes.16

The Edict of Nantes was an incredibly complex “document,” actually consisting of a general edict, a number of particular articles, and two brevets. These elements essentially constituted a compromise peace settlement among a number of political-religious groups within France.17 France’s parlements delayed registering the Edict of Nantes for months, and many of the courts made critical commentaries. The parlement de Paris finally registered the edict in February 1599, and the parlement d’Aix-en-Provence only fully implemented it in October 1600.18 The Edict of Nantes was also buttressed by separate legal rulings dealing with specific issues or specially designated regions. The 1599 Edict of Fontainebleau enunciated special protections for the Catholics of Béarn, for example.19 Collectively, these legal instruments constituted a complicated religious peace, which gave guarantees to all of the major participants in religious warfare.

The composite nature of the Edict of Nantes has often been ignored, allowing it to be seen primarily as a document establishing religious toleration for Huguenots. There were historical reasons for the interpretation of the Edict of Nantes as an edict of toleration benefiting Huguenots and presenting Henri IV as a “king of peace.”20 Early seventeenth-century Huguenots certainly attempted to use the edict to protect Calvinist practice, periodically sending *cahiers des plaintes* to the king.21 Like previous religious peace agreements in France, the edict confirmed certain Protestant-controlled towns as *places de sûreté*, especially in the Huguenot “crescent” stretching from La Rochelle across Guyenne and Languedoc to Dauphiné. The Edict of Nantes also brought with it judicial innovations, creating several *chambres de l'édit*
in various provinces with substantial Huguenot populations, allowing them certain legal protections. But the guarantees that Protestants received were all hesitant and potentially transitory, dependent on a continuing re-authorization by the king. Far from establishing toleration, the edict was intended to halt civil warfare within the kingdom and to provide conditions for the restoration of the Catholic church.

Numerous practical problems undermined the implementation of this sweeping program of pacification and re-establishment of Catholicism, however. As Katherine J. Lualdi argues, the application of the Edict of Nantes “required the cooperation and participation of people from across the social spectrum—royal commissioners, bishops and priests, village consuls and parishioners—who viewed the edict through the lens of their own concerns and preoccupations.” The demobilization process did not disarm combatants, and many nobles and communities continued to stockpile arms in their châteaux and fortifications. Huguenots maintained their control over many churches, ex-convents, and appropriated ecclesiastical lands, especially in southern France. Protestants dominated numerous villages and urban centres in the provinces of Guyenne, Languedoc, and Dauphiné. Holding municipal offices and commanding fortifications allowed Huguenots to control access to predominantly Protestant city centres and to limit religious practice within those urban spaces. Despite the work of commissioners, sovereign courts, and provincial governors, Huguenots often were able to delay or prevent the re-establishment of Catholic practice in Protestant-dominated communities and areas. Such delays frustrated Catholics, who felt that the Edict of Nantes was not being fully applied.

Devout Catholic nobles used the Edict of Nantes to advance the goals of the Counter-Reformation movement and to suppress Protestant initiatives in southern France. Anne de Lévis duc de Ventadour applied provisions of the edict to clamp down on Huguenot assemblies in the province of Languedoc. Counter-Reformation Catholics, who refused to negotiate divinity with Calvinists, worked to restore Gallicanism and identify the king with Jesus’s sacrifice and God’s fight against heresy. Royal Gallicanism, a political ideology advocating a clear religious role for the French monarch as well as certain jurisdictional “liberties,” represented an important aspect of the French Catholic revival that promoted the suppression of heresy. Catholic nobles and municipal officials aided clergy in taking control of churches and ecclesiastical properties. Many bishops—including the bishops of Montauban, Montpellier, Béziers, and Nîmes—were refugees from their ecclesiastical seats in 1598, since Huguenots dominated the cities and towns where their cathedrals were located. Marc Venard has shown that after
1598 bishops increasingly used episcopal visitations to assess the damage to churches in their diocese and to begin the process of restoring the mass to their parishes. Bishops often focused on implementing the edict in urban contexts, and Élisabeth Rabut has noted that in Dauphiné, “concord was no longer defined according to the Erasmian theory of unanimity but in terms of the rules of life in the city, of the virtue of the citizen.” Bishops in the dioceses of southern France thus were very active in responding to the opportunities presented by the Edict of Nantes, but only with the crucial assistance of devout lay people.

The religious settlement of the Edict of Nantes, rather than ending religious violence or establishing toleration, actually shifted the grounds of conflict. From the perspective of devout Catholics, the edict opened a new path for the advancement of God’s church. When Louis XIII appealed to the staunchly Catholic city of Toulouse for assistance in 1621, his messenger insisted on the importance of re-establishing the church: “the king—moved by the clamors of his afflicted peoples, by the sighs of the oppressed church, and by the moving voice of the religion of his fathers—is rushing for the second time from the other end of his kingdom to this one…risking his life to rescue you from your calamities.” The Edict of Nantes sanctioned the goals of the Counter-Reformation movement and made the restoration of the “true” faith a vital imperative for devout Catholics.

Perceptions of God in the Counter-Reformation

The Counter-Reformation movement that aimed to re-establish God’s church in France following the Edict of Nantes represented an outgrowth of Catholic renewal currents stretching back more than a century. Various revival and devotional movements had sprung up from the “violent disruption” of late medieval religiosity, as Eamon Duffy has referred to the early reformation. Within France, a new multi-faceted Catholic Reformation was underway even as Calvinism began to spread in the kingdom in the 1530s. Christian unity had gradually fragmented throughout Europe, then collapsed within France in the wake of the death of Henri II in 1559 as religious violence broke out. Outraged Catholics had responded to Huguenots’ mockery of the mass, iconoclastic attacks, and destruction of communion wafers during the early religious wars of the 1560s. Intense penitential movements had formed in the 1570s and 1580s, as new holy confraternities and Catholic Leagues organized. Meanwhile, the decisions of the Council of Trent had presented a more coherent and systematized form of Catholicism, which were supported by reinvigorated Catholic institutions. However, the chaos and disruption of
religious warfare during the 1580s had prevented French bishops and other Catholic leaders from fully implementing this approach to Catholic reform. The Counter-Reformation movement that aimed at restoring Catholicism had begun to spread into France by the 1590s, and it gathered strength with the issuing of the Edict of Nantes.37

The dévots—as devout Catholics in early seventeenth-century France were sometimes called—thus did not constitute a political “party,” but instead can be seen as active participants in a profound religious renewal movement involving French Catholics from diverse social backgrounds. The dévots placed great importance on being bon Catholique, a phrase often misunderstood in modern historical literature. Too great a distinction is often drawn between the concepts of bon Catholique and bon Français, which are often defined as sharply divergent polemical positions based on a narrow reading of contemporary pamphlets.38 For early seventeenth-century French Catholics, being bon Catholique meant displaying one’s love of God through daily devotional practices and fervent proclamations of belief.

The principal sources for exploring these bon Catholiques’ conceptions of God and their attitudes toward the divine in early seventeenth-century France are manuscript correspondence and reports. The proceedings of diocesan and provincial assemblies reveal how social elites considered God’s role in the troubled decades following the Edict of Nantes. Wills, contracts, and other familial documents offer additional information. Relatively few livres de raison have been unearthed for this period, although I have consulted some.39 These manuscript sources can be contextualized through a comparison with contemporary printed pamphlets, treatises, and memoirs dealing with religious politics and devotional activities. Early seventeenth-century French religious art portrays Catholic dévot religiosity in diverse contexts. Depictions of the divine can be discerned in paintings, drawings, and engravings narrating Jesus’s life and miracles, enacting the crucifixion and resurrection, celebrating Marian theology, and illustrating saints’ lives.40 Despite the fragmented and limited nature of the available evidence on Counter-Reformation religious motivations and ideologies, these varied sources do reveal traces of the complex textual and visual images of God used by early seventeenth-century French Catholics in their religious expressions and practices.

Following the dissolution of the Catholic Leagues, Catholic divine images presented God as giver of divine love, protector of the faithful, guardian shepherd, and merciful father.41 A painting of Le concert des anges, ou le Père éternel entouré d’anges, attributed to Philippe de Champaigne and possibly commissioned by Marie de Médicis portrays a radiant benevolent divine
father presiding over a tranquil concert of angels. Early seventeenth-century Catholic writers also employ such imagery, but simultaneously represent God as a majestic and powerful sovereign, whose status must be glorified and whose commands must be obeyed. Pierre Bérulle in particular stresses the analogy of God as the almighty king of kings. When disobeyed, God could be full of wrath, wreaking vengeance against the unfaithful. Jacques Callot’s and Nicolas Poussin’s terrifying visions of destruction, massacre, and martyrdom can be seen as Post-Tridentine representations of God’s retribution and vengeance on a sinful world.

Devout French Catholics repeatedly described feeling God’s presence as a close, personal relationship. French believers could draw on Catholic devotional literature by such devotional guides as Teresa de Ávila, Ignatius de Loyola, and François de Sales—who portrayed God’s love in terms of friendship. Devotional paintings by Georges de La Tour, Simon Vouet, Jacques Callot, and the Le Nain brothers often presented religious experience as intimate, interior, and contemplative through the popular images of Mary Magdalene, Jerome, and Francis of Assisi. Counter-Reformation Catholics envisioned God’s public presence above all through the communion mass and the sacrifice of the Eucharist. Counter-Reformation Catholics felt it a holy duty to defend the Eucharist as the body of Christ and to uphold the sanctity of the mass. The early seventeenth-century polemical writings of Jesuit François Veron vigorously defended the Eucharist from Huguenot attacks. French Catholics’ responses to iconoclastic attacks by Huguenots may have forged new appreciations of the location and visual representation of God. French Catholics claimed to sense God’s presence through devotional and ritual activities that emphasized the seen, felt, and even tasted divine.

Montpellier Catholic André Delort provides a fascinating glimpse into the attitudes of southern French Catholics to the mass in the early seventeenth century. Montpellier was a religiously mixed city during the religious wars, with a population of approximately 15,500. When Huguenots took control of the city during the 1621 civil war, they outlawed Catholic practice, prompting many of the Catholic residents to flee as refugees. A few Catholics remained, attending secret religious rituals held in cellars by priests who disguised themselves and “dared to celebrate the holy sacrifice of the mass.” Delort believed that this subterranean preservation of the mass at Montpellier showed the falseness of a period Calvinist polemical piece, the Tombeau de la Messe. This Montpellier dévot confidently declared that “the true Church may well be agitated but not submerged by the wave of heresies.” The Protestant-controlled city endured a siege by a Catholic army in 1622, during which Huguenots committed many “disorders” and “insolences” within the
walls. Delort felt vindicated when, after a peace agreement ended the siege, Louis XIII entered Montpellier and “established the true religion.”

The “true religion” was re-established, for Delort and his co-religionaries, when practice of the mass was in the open and unrestricted. Counter-Reformation Catholics regarded the public display of God as crucial, especially through civic religious processions, such as Eucharist processions of the Blessed Sacrament. The dimensions of Catholic ceremonial processions can be seen in celebrations of a jubilee at Fontainebleau and Paris in 1620. Louis XIII and his court went to Fontainebleau for the jubilee along with eight to ten Jesuits, who were to hear confessions. In Paris, a series of processions were held with “great solemnity.” A “multitude of people” participated in these processions, according to one observer, who claimed that the processions became so large that it was “very difficult to enter the churches.” The princes and princesses were going “on foot to do the stations [of the cross],” and display their devotion. Similar religious enthusiasm and devotion could be seen in processions in Montpellier and Toulouse in the 1620s. The emplacement of crosses in squares and prominent civic spaces in Catholic-dominated cities in this period confirmed the Catholicity and devout nature of communities.

Such public displays of mass religiosity demonstrated the zealousness of the Catholic faithful and attracted many new converts in this period. Early seventeenth-century French Catholics were increasingly confident about the spread of the apostolic faith, but they also recognized the danger of fresh conversions to Protestantism, such as the much-publicized conversion of the duc d’Épernon’s son to Calvinism in 1616. Catholic parishioners also worried about the possibility that insincere conversions to Catholicism might allow Huguenots to pollute the mass. Nonetheless, conversions of Protestant nobles and clergy to Catholicism were considered important events, and Catholic pamphleteers publicized them widely, especially when such prominent grands as François de Bonne duc de Lesdiguières converted.

Counter-Reformation Catholics considered God as the giver of good government, providing a certain degree of order to an imperfect and sinful world by anointing just rulers and protecting “true” Christians from tyrants. Contemporary theories of monarchy, often problematically labeled as “divine right” theories, inserted monarchs into a divinely ordered hierarchy of obligation to God. According to this view, the Creator had crafted natural laws and had authored principles of good government. Ceremonies established the religious basis of monarchical government, most explicitly in the curing ritual of the king’s touch and the theory of the king’s two bodies. Rubens’s
famous painting cycle for Marie de Médicis drew on these notions of the divine origin of good government in imagining her regency government.63

The same notions of divinely-conceived rule also shaped Catholic attitudes toward regional and local government. In Catholic-dominated northern France, the Catholic Reformation steadily gained strength in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, but Paris had long been a centre of Catholic renewals and had been referred to as the “New Jerusalem” at the time of the Catholic League.64 Major Catholic “bastions” such as Bordeaux and Toulouse provided bases for the installation of Catholic reform in Southern France.65

As the Counter-Reformation movement spread through France, Catholics increasingly focused on civic leadership and pressed for control of municipal government through the consulats. François Estrades wrote enthusiastically from southern France: “thank God, we have elected in this place consuls [who are] staunch Catholics, great servants of the king, persons who have much to lose and [who are] most agreeable to the good people.”66 Catholics believed that local magistrates and judges should fulfill important roles in the divine order of the world. Henri I de Montmorency duc de Montmorency explained in 1613 the need for judicial enforcement of order in his province of Languedoc: “it is greatly important to the state to demonstrate that justice is still strong and powerful in correcting and punishing those who trouble the public peace.” Montmorency worried about “the connivance which previously engendered revolts and seditions so frequently in the Huguenots towns of this province…there is only one single way to repress them, it is the power of justice.” Montmorency clearly associated Protestants with rebellion, and thus with heresy, implying that the magistrates should aggressively correct the errors of the Huguenots. The judges in Languedoc, he believed, should “join prudence and circumspection to their zeal, assuring themselves that God will favor their work.”67

The ways in which Counter-Reformation French Catholics imagined God thus inspired them to undertake various public ritual displays of the divine. In religiously-mixed southern France, Catholics constantly experienced troubling division and disorder, confronting “heretics” in their daily lives. Catholics and Calvinists often resided in close proximity, and some of them even cohabited in mixed-confession communities. Catholic worship and devotional activities in the south reflected both lay Catholics’ fears of heretical pollution and their desires for religious unity.68 Robert Sauzet reveals the experience of Catholics living in the midst of the Huguenot “crescent,” focusing especially on the case of the notary Balthazar Émenard.69 Catholics throughout Languedoc and Guyenne, the provinces with the largest concentrations of Protestants, saw God as providing strength to endure the ordeals
of life when threatened by heresy. For devout Catholics, then, expressions of unity were demonstrations of a merciful God, who must be trusted fully and completely.

**Submission to God’s Will**

Restoring the church in war-torn France required the submission of all “true” believers to God’s will. Late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century French Catholics believed that relating to God involved fully accepting divine direction. Conforming to the will of God emerged as a central concern of early seventeenth-century Catholic devotional writers, such as Benoît de Canfield and François de Sales.70 Fervent Catholics’ spirituality was shaped by an emotional release experienced through what they saw as complete obedience to divine guidance. Barbara Diefendorf argues that for devout Catholics, “the aim of all good spiritual direction was not to create dependence on another but to tame—ideally, to destroy—the penitent’s self-will, so as to leave her [or him] dependent on, and totally submissive to, the will of God.”71

The act of surrendering oneself to God transpired through personal devotion and lay religiosity. French Catholics engaged in hours of prayer, often conducted while secluded in private chapels. Private devotions employed simple implements such as crucifixes, prayer beads, images of saints, and books of hours to facilitate contemplation of God. Catholics cultivated an interior spirituality that sometimes included trances, visions, and other forms of mysticism. Spiritual guidance was available through Ignatius Loyola’s *Spiritual Exercises*, François de Sales’s *Introduction à la vie dévote*, and other spiritual writings. Devout Catholics absorbed themselves in singing during their personal devotions and domestic religiosity.72

French Catholics embraced God through various forms of asceticism in the early seventeenth century. Many adherents performed devotions through temporary ascetic experiences, such as hermitical retreats, pilgrimages, and solitary contemplation. Others entered mendicant religious orders or dedicated themselves to monastic life, a particularly attractive form of asceticism for devout Catholic women.73 The Lorraine family women promoted an ascetic devotional model in this period through their direction of convents and participation in cloistered life.74 French men and women enthusiastically joined the Feuillants, Capuchins, Jesuits, Ursulines, Visitandines, and other religious orders dedicated to restoring Catholicism throughout France. New monasteries and convents were founded, with 48 new women’s convents being founded between 1604 and 1650 in Paris alone.75
Catholics also sought closeness to God through outward devotional acts, often intended to fulfill vows made to God in the context of prayer. Lay religiosity involved daily participation in collective rituals and religious activities outside of the context of the mass. French Catholics gathered in chapels, homes, and streets to pray, sing, and listen to preaching. Popular public devotional practices in this period included the Forty Hours celebrations, “which included continual display of the Eucharist, preaching, confraternity processions, theater, and music.”76 Lay Catholics participated in an intense revival of Marian devotion at shrines and chapels across France.77 The Catholic faithful in religiously-mixed southern France cultivated their relationship to God through all of these collective activities.

Marie de Médicis’ own devotional activities demonstrate how devout Catholics could combine various aspects of religiosity in their personal piety. Marie went on a number of pilgrimages to Nôtre Dame de Liesse.78 Marie provided financial patronage and political backing for the Feuillants’ order and their work in France.79 Following Henri IV’s reinstatement of the Jesuits within France in 1603, Marie assisted in the expansion of the Society of Jesus in the kingdom, selecting Jesuit Jean Suffren as her confessor in 1615.80 The queen mother actively supported the publication of religious texts, including a new Bible printed in Paris.81 Marie de Médicis’ well-publicized devotional activities and religious patronage provided examples for devout Catholics throughout France.

A dévot’s submission to God was signified through pain and self-mortification. Bodily suffering and flagellation played important roles in Catholic lay piety in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.82 Brad S. Gregory demonstrates Post-Tridentine Catholics’ “impulse to imitate Christ through the patient suffering of adversity.”83 Henri III had set a moving royal example of piety and suffering in collective penitence ceremonies during the 1580s. Catholic Leaguers had adopted many of these same devotional practices, despite their growing suspicions that their “blasphemous” king was promoting penitence as a duplicitous show.84 Leaguers had doubted the sincerity of Henri de Navarre’s conversion to Catholicism in 1593 in part because they felt that he had failed to perform appropriate penitential acts.85 The dévots of the early seventeenth century focused on a more personal approach to penance and suffering that was “intended to destroy self-will so as to allow the mortified subject to be infused with the will of God,” according to Barbara B. Diefendorf. Many dévots employed hair-shirts, whips, and thorns in ritualistic self-mortification. “Ascetic self-discipline,” Diefendorf argues, “produced individuals who were humble and yet confident in their intimate knowledge of the will of God.”86
Devout Catholics resigned themselves to the possibility of meeting violent death as they risked their lives in the service of God. Submission to divine will demonstrated Catholics’ determination and resolve in their efforts to restore the church, even if they faced martyrdom. Brad S. Gregory defines a Counter-Reformation “ethos of martyrdom” that inspired Catholics to resist “heretical seduction” and to suffer persecution, interrogation, torture, and death. Catholic writers of martyrologies and hagiographical collections glorified and exalted martyrdom, portraying Christ as “the king of martyrs.” Lay Catholics, he suggests, viewed martyrdom as “the highest form of the imitation of Christ.” Gregory’s analysis of Catholic martyrdom overly concentrates on English Henrician and Dutch Catholic martyrs, failing to appreciate the broader dimensions of Catholic martyrdom in the European religious wars. Allan A. Tulchin reminds us that French Calvinists massacred hundreds of Catholics in Nîmes and La Rochelle in the 1560s when the conditions were ripe for mass murder. Historians often seriously underestimate the magnitude of Catholic martyrdom during the European religious wars by considering only the victims of judicial violence and massacre. Lay Catholics, priests, and missionaries killed in religious conflict and siege warfare during the French Wars of Religion were often celebrated as martyrs by their contemporaries, both through direct references and through religious art, such as paintings of massacres and martyrdom by Nicolas Poussin.

The beliefs and practices of Counter-Reformation Catholicism reinforced French Catholics’ determination to oppose Calvinist heresy and to demonstrate their obedience to God. Episcopal leadership in French dioceses and clerical debate in a series of Assemblies of the Clergy stressed the importance of Catholic believers’ submission to God. Many southern French Catholic nobles and civic elites were swept up in the religious renewal of the Counter-Reformation movement, believing that they were performing their divinely-ordained duty. Members of the parlement de Toulouse, for example, saw submission to the divine will as being a prerequisite for service to God. In a letter to the duc de Montmorency, the parlementaires argued that: “Our interests consist only in the service of God, the maintenance of the king’s authority, the peace of his subjects, the execution of his sovereign justice.” Living in a region filled with so many “heretics” required Toulousains to demonstrate patience by submitting to the will of God and waiting for divine action to restore the true church.
The Hand of God

Devout French Catholics prayed daily for God’s direct intervention in human affairs, believing that God clearly worked miracles among humans on earth. Thunderstorms, floods, fires, and other natural disasters produced simultaneous evidence of God’s anger and his mercy. The unexpected survival of people and belongings in the midst of catastrophe represented miraculous intervention by God and his saints. While Protestant criticisms of the working of miracles forced Catholic clergy to elaborate and reformulate their theories of the miraculous, lay Catholics continued to believe in miraculous events and phenomena. Whatever hesitations Protestants may have had about healing miracles, French Catholics saw God playing a direct role in human illness, injury, and death. Mark Greengrass, who has studied miracle-stories in sixteenth-century pamphlets, finds that “the major concern,” for Catholic writers, “was to combat Protestant pamphleteers….With the miracle-story, and the performativity and participation that were its essential components, Catholic pamphleteers claimed a proof that God intervened directly in natural and human affairs, and in support of the traditional religion.” Divine providence explained why a young Bordeaux woman who was “impious and ungrateful” was “chastized and punished by the hand of God,” according to an early seventeenth-century chronicle. At times, French Catholics’ writings reveal their expectancy, as they anxiously awaited evidence of God’s hand. A memoir’s account of the siege of Montpellier in 1622 commented on God’s inscrutability in death: “We must believe that the hour has not yet arrived, and [we must] admire the secrets of God who permits so many considerable [noble] men to die so miserably.”

Counter-Reformation notions of providence emphasized miraculous interventions in everyday, human life, assuming that humans especially needed God’s miraculous intervention in desperate situations. Studies of contemporary Spanish Catholic sailors suggest that storms provoked moments of “intense devotion” and repentence. French Catholics embroiled in religious warfare often experienced crises and life-threatening situations that may have produced similar intense religiosity. During civil conflict in southwestern France in 1616, a Catholic noble despaired of halting oncoming Protestant forces, despite the “affection” that he and other Catholic nobles had for the king’s service. Their efforts were “useless,” he claimed, and “there is only God who can do something.”

Devout Catholics relied on saintly intercession to guide God’s hand in working miracles. Brad S. Gregory demonstrates that “Catholic trust in divine providence included belief in the saints’ intercessory powers.”
Saintly intercession could provide miraculous protection and salvation, and Gregory specifically cites the healing miracles attributed to “new martyrs-saints” throughout Europe. Appeals to newly martyred Catholics joined with invocations of well-established saints and Marian devotional practices. The epidemic disease that raged in southern France in the wake of the 1629 civil war was considered to be sent by God. In response to the plague, Montpellier Catholics “offered and consecrated to God” paintings of the Virgin Mary and Christ child. French Catholics who were involved in religious warfare regularly invoked saints’ assistance in speeding divine intervention.

God did not always act in dramatic fashion or in immediately visible ways, however. God was also believed to provide guidance and inspiration for humans to act. For French Catholics, this providentialism was discussed as the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and could be seen especially through the actions of the king. When Louis XIII decided to head to Angers during the 1620 civil war despite varying counsel, it was “God who inspired the king,” according to some Catholic observers. The king himself recognized God’s aid when the town of Saint-Jean d’Angély capitulated in 1621, exclaiming that, “finally rebellion has ceded to the force of my arms, and God has demonstrated his judgments and how he is assisting me.”

God stirred humans to advance the work of rebuilding the church, inspiring benevolent works and charity among the Catholic faithful. Catholics in southern France described the foundations of new monasteries as the work of God accomplished by humans. Jean de Gaufreteau recorded the founding of the Ursuline convent in Bordeaux, indicating that “God has so blessed [the founder’s] intention that from a small beginning, as one can say, he has caused a fly to give birth to an elephant. For it is today considered the richest convent in Bordeaux.” The new Counter-Reformation religious orders increasingly established missions in southern France, working to sustain devout Catholics and to convert stubborn “heretics.”

Despite their growing confidence, Catholic missionaries and lay people alike seem to have regarded conversions as miracles worked by God to protect communities from the influence of Satan. Ignorance could bring “a diversion by Satan, to his profit, of the devotional practices due to God alone,” Catholics believed. An episode of mass conversion in the town of Aubenas suggests the possible dimensions of human involvement in the re-establishment of the church. A contemporary pamphlet dedicated to the king claimed that Aubenas’ Catholics, “having made a thousand vows for the success of your royal arms, have harvested in their own homes and within their walls part of the fruit that they did not dare to desire….the sudden and
marvelous conversion of their fellow citizens, who had professed the contrary religion—absolutely work of the hand of God.”

While the restoration of the faith thus seemed to be on course, God’s plan was ultimately unknowable. The long siege of the Protestant city of Montauban in 1621 shook the confidence of some Catholic soldiers, who endured bombardments, assaults, famine, and disease for months in the trenches before the Catholic army finally abandoned its siege. Mark Juergensmeyer’s sociological research suggests that combatants in religious warfare often confront the problem of knowing the “mind of God.” During the Counter-Reformation, human difficulties in understanding the natural world and the creator were held to stem from the Original Sin. While René Descartes thought that humans could discern the image of God in their minds, many sixteenth- and seventeenth-century people believed that humans were unable to grasp the image of God. French Catholics could never fully comprehend the divine plan, but they believed that God gave them signs and suggestions of his will.

Astronomical phenomena and seemingly abnormal portents provided humans with signs of God’s will. Hailstorms, strange cloud patterns, and lightning strikes offered clues for the faithful to read portions of the inscrutable divine plan. Comets, eclipses, and falling stars all signified portents to early seventeenth-century observers. Deformed humans and animals could represent horrendous monstrosities to Counter-Reformation Catholics. “While the Catholics did not reject all prodigies,” R. Po-chia Hsia suggests, “they were more cautious in accepting monstrosities as signs of God’s will, especially after the initial fervor of religious polemic in the 1520s and 1530s in the Empire. After the Council of Trent (1547–62), this caution was even more pronounced.” Despite such reticence on the part of ecclesiastical elites, French lay Catholics continued to report monstrous births and deformations as significant events, often with religious implications. Chroniclers in southern France recorded the arrest of a werewolf in Bordeaux in 1611 and the arrival of conjoined twins in Montpellier in 1625. Counter-Reformation mystics and astrologers attempted to interpret portents as guides to proper action by the dévots.

Many Catholics were convinced of God’s anger at the presence of heretics in their communities. Changing Catholic views of persecution and toleration throughout the French Wars of Religion were linked to understandings of the divine will. Philip Benedict explains that “Catholic opinion about the practical wisdom of tolerating two faiths oscillated significantly as the Wars of Religion advanced.” Barbara Diefendorf has shown that Parisian Catholic priests in the 1560s and 1570s preached that “the spread of heresy
is a sign of God’s anger and a warning of his impending judgment, for does not the bible warn us that ‘iniquity and error will abound’ and that this will be one of the signs that the last days are upon us?” Catholic nobles who engaged in religious warfare in the early seventeenth century often described God’s anger at rebellious heretics. In 1628, the Catholic prince de Condé condemned the “heretic” Huguenot duc de Rohan, claiming that “you bring God’s curses and the king’s anger on yourself by your disobedience….God compensates you according to your good works and gives you a good correction.” Apocalyptic visions reminded Catholics that God’s intervention inevitably guided the earth toward the Last Days, the arrival of which many Counter-Reformation Catholics assumed was imminent.

**God’s Battles and the Soldiers of God**

The re-establishment of the church had Apocalyptic significance for Counter-Reformation Catholics, who regarded religious violence as an integral part of God’s plan. Interpretations of Christian eschatological texts offered various chronologies and scripts for the predicted events of the Last Days, which included the coming of war, plague, famine, fire, and destruction; the deception of the Antichrist; the arrival of the Whore of Babylon; and the exposing of Satan himself. Prophesies agreed that the end result of the Apocalypse would be a restoration of God’s church and the salvation of the faithful, often depicted as a New Jerusalem.

Catholics regarded the Second Coming of Christ as intertwined with heavenly battle. The restoration of the “true” religion would be accomplished through God’s battles against Satan. The book of Revelation offered a cataclysmic vision of heavenly battle in the Last Days:

> And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels, And prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in heaven. And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

This vision of heavenly battle represents a “cosmic war” to use Mark Juergensmeyer’s terminology. Juergensmeyer, a sociologist who studies religious violence and terrorism comparatively, suggests that “images of divine warfare are persistent features of religious activism. They provide the content and the themes that are played out in the grand scenarios that lie behind contemporary acts of performance violence.” Historian Denis Crouzet, while not drawing on Juergensmeyer’s theories, comes to a similar conclu-
sion concerning the dynamics of violence in the French Wars of Religion. Crouzet, in an extremely complex analysis of polemical pamphlets of the religious wars, finds that the discourses of violence stemmed from a deep eschatological crisis, which created a widespread belief in the immediacy of the Last Judgment and a conviction that “violence is from God.” Catholic pamphleteers assumed that “God sometimes uses the common people as the agents of his vengeance,” according to historian Barbara B. Diefendorf.

The soldiers of God exercised an exceptional sort of agency as direct instruments of violence whose roles distinguished them from the overall devout Catholic community. R. Scott Appleby distinguishes several types of “religious actors,” pointing out that only some religious actors can be considered “extremists”—individuals “who employ violence as a privileged means of purifying the community and waging war against threatening outsiders.” Appleby specifies that religious actors are usually subgroups who set themselves apart from other adherents of their religion, although they may claim to act on behalf of the entire religion, and of God. Juergensmeyer likewise sees religious “warriors” as having a special status, strengthened by “symbolic empowerment.” Catholic participants in the religious wars, and especially those in the mixed-confessional zone in southern France, believed that select humans would enact God’s will in the “cosmic war” of the Last Days. Crouzet argues that Catholic participants in religious violence sacralized violence to such a degree that they represented their bodies as possessed by God when carrying out acts of violence against persons that they considered heretics. Devout militant Catholics thus exercised a special dual agency with God in committing violence.

Although source limitations prevent a detailed study of the largely illiterate common soldiers, we can get indirect glimpses of ordinary Catholic soldiers’ motivations and attitudes during the religious wars. Pierre Émenard, a Catholic notary’s son in Languedoc, was mortally wounded in the assault on the Protestant town of Meyrueis in 1628. Balthazar Émenard, Pierre’s father, described his son’s multiple wounds in detail and specified that Pierre had been buried “following the Catholic form.” While no record of Pierre’s own religious thinking remains, his father’s views of God offer some appreciation of the religious environment in which Pierre was raised and his possible religious motivations. “In the first place,” Balthazar recorded, “I thank you, My God, with all my heart that you in your mercy have dignified me by my birth to Christian and Catholic parents, through whose careful diligence I was reborn in the holy founts of baptism and indoctrinated in the faith of his Catholic Church, which is the unique house of salvation in which one can find the ladder for climbing to heaven.” Strong religious
convictions probably motivated many of the commoners who served as soldiers in Catholic armies during the wars of religion. Nobles’ descriptions of military operations reveal that ordinary Catholic soldiers went to mass even on campaign, engaged in battlefield prayer, and consulted the priests who accompanied Catholic armies. Unfortunately, the best study to date of warfare during the French Wars of Religion offers little information on religious motivations, and the best historical model of combat effectiveness considers religion only indirectly.

Contemporary sources allow a more thorough examination of nobles’ participation in religious warfare. Counter-Reformation writers often depicted nobles as the principal human actors in God’s battles, suggesting that Catholic nobles offered their military service and their lives to God as devotional acts. A pamphlet written to memorialize Henri de Schömberg claimed that “I always saw him with a soul as tranquil as his great health. I saw him offer with joy, at the feet of the cross of Jesus Christ, this life that he employed with so much zeal for the re-establishment of his altars.” The correspondence of elites in southern France often displayed similar devotional pledges and referred to nobles’ participation in religious warfare as divinely inspired. The états de Languedoc recognized Henri II de Montmorency duc de Montmorency as an agent of God in re-establishing true faith in their province, thanking him for “the diligence of your work, the wisdom and faithfulness of your counsels, and the incomparable generosity of your conduct.” The deputies linked Montmorency’s efforts with those of Louis XIII. The états proclaimed to the duc that “you have given to this Languedoc the certain proofs of this truth in re-establishing the true worship of God, the king’s service, and the peace of the people.”

French Catholic nobles were important participants in the broad Counter-Reformation movement intended to halt the spread of Protestantism.

Devout Catholic combatants saw themselves as soldiers of God, special lay activists who were marked by their military service to the “true” church. French warrior nobles often enrolled in confraternities and military orders to express fully their activist sentiment of divine service and sacrifice. Many French Catholic nobles travelled abroad, serving in Habsburg-led armies opposing Ottoman forces along the Hungarian frontier, or in international fleets fighting Ottoman and North African warships in the Mediterranean. French nobles who wanted to serve in the chevaliers de Malte often depicted their bellicose actions as glorifying God.

For Catholic warrior nobles, taking up arms was a religious act. Mobilizing for warfare allowed Catholic nobles to assemble fellow devout believers in an armed community of lay activism. Louis de Chabans praised
“the courage, the generosity, and the diligence” of the nobles and soldiers
with whom he served, claiming that if they had lost few men in this cam-
paign, one should “truly attribute it to the singular protection that it pleases
God to take up the arms of the king, who carries a dreadful fear to his en-
emies.” Mobilizing for war and recruiting soldiers simultaneously repre-
sented religious devotion and royal service. Henri de Schömberg thus raised
two hundred infantry in 1619, hoping “with the aid of God that I can render
a good service to the king.”

The nobles who funded and organized religious warfare considered
war financing as an expression of religious zeal. Early seventeenth-century
Catholic noble officers often clothed, armed, funded, fed, and supplied the
military units that they commanded using their personal credit and appro-
priated funds. Such alternative financing and credit mobilization techniques
have often been understood through the lens of “military entrepreneurship,”
yet Catholic nobles seem to have employed lay associations and religious
networks in organizing war finance. Religious motivations seem to have
contributed to Catholic nobles’ considerable investment in war finance
through individual spending and institutional contributions. The assiettes,
or diocesan assemblies, of southern France frequently funded religious warfare
in the name of God and the king. During the assiette de Lavaur’s deliberations
for a new contribution, a royal messenger asked the largely noble deputies
to remember “the pains and works that His Majesty took last year for the
maintenance and affirmation of his repose and authority of his kingdom and
since he does not have…other view but the good of his subjects.” The mes-
senger optimistically suggested that “it has pleased God to bless his design so
much that His Majesty has every occasion to hope to re-establish in little time
so good an order in all things that he might deduct several expenses…and
in this way relieve his people.” When the deputies responded with funds,
they could envision themselves as good Catholics acting with God for the
common good of restoring the church and subduing rebellion.

The armies assembled and maintained by Catholic warrior nobles waged
warfare utilizing overt religious strategies and operations. The campaigns of
God’s soldiers brought visible results, which could be celebrated publicly
in the successive communities in which Catholic practice was restored. A
Catholic noble portrayed God as speeding the progress of Catholic armies in
Languedoc in 1622: “everyone was astonished to see [Sommières] taken in
so little time, admiring in these great exploits the particular assistance of God
and the happiness of the king.” Many Catholics depicted the king’s army
as divinely guided during the Béarn campaign of 1620. Some historians
have presented the latter stages of the French Wars of Religion as a series
of campaigns based on uncomplicated strategy, unnecessary sieges, and attritional warfare. Such a view misrepresents the goals of the participants in religious warfare and underestimates the significance of control of urban space during the French Wars of Religion. The “soldiers of God” waged campaigns of religious conquest that allowed Catholic clergy and lay people access to religious sites and sacred spaces.

Devout Catholic nobles relied on divine protection and inspiration in fighting what they considered to be God’s battles. Modern models of combat motivation have often contemplated how social and cultural factors played a role in the “initial” motivation that enticed officers and soldiers to join armies and in the “sustaining” motivation that convinced them to remain in armies despite the hardships they experienced. However, political and religious causes have often been considered peripheral to human motivations in the midst of actual combat. Early seventeenth-century Catholic armies seem to have employed combat motivation with distinct religious dimensions, and noble officers appealed to God to sustain their fellow officers and soldiers during combat. Nobles’ letters and memoirs offer suggestive evidence that the stirring mission of Counter-Reformation Catholicism inspired officers and soldiers in the midst of combat. During the siege of Montauban in 1621, maréchal de Praslin asked François de Bassompierre to take command of some of the Catholic artillery that had come under fire from the Protestant defenders, saying: “for God, my son, go to the battery.” Such battlefield invocations of divine purpose present interpretive dilemmas, since they were always recorded later in complex textual sources, yet they invite consideration of the possibility that a strong religious component contributed to Catholic combat motivation in this period. When assaulting cities, Catholic soldiers were intent on attacking heresy and purifying communities by purging pollution. Huguenot temples and homes naturally became targets of destruction and looting during successful siege assaults by Catholic troops.

The Catholic militancy expressed by the “soldiers of God” encompassed complex and diverse responses to the perceived threat of heresy in French society. The Counter-Reformation notion of the Church Militant has sometimes been associated with “fanaticism” and the promotion of a divinely-sanctioned exterminationist policy. Interpretations of the violence of the French Wars of Religion have sometimes portrayed Catholic militancy as genocidal, reminiscent of the modern t-shirt slogan, “Kill them all, let God sort them out.” This slogan refers to the infamous declaration by the papal legate on the Albigensian Crusade to give no mercy to the besieged city of Béziers in 1209, saying “Kill them all, God will know his own.” Natalie Zemon Davis’s seminal article on “rites of violence” reminds us how problematic
such a view of “fanaticism” in the religious wars can be. Catholic soldiers and lay people did commit massacres and other atrocities, and contemporary Huguenot pamphlets certainly did focus on accounts of Catholic persecution. The religiosity of the “soldiers of God” was multi-faceted, however, and we must be attentive to the complexity of Catholic militancy. The contradictions in Counter-Reformation notions of God placed certain limitations on Catholic violence and created ambiguities in Catholic militancy. Oddly, one of the most unequivocal calls for extermination in the conflicts after the Edict of Nantes came in 1615, and was focused against rebels who could not all be clearly branded heretics: “great God sounds the trumpet with the command, as of old, to exterminate all these rebels, sparing neither their relatives nor their friends: It is a gentle act to condemn them promptly.” This pamphlet promotes an ambiguous notion of the targets of violence: “yes, French people, it is at this moment that one must take up arms without concern against whom, but only for whom: it is for our king.” God’s will was not always taken to be so clear, and God was rarely understood to be carrying out a truly annihilationist policy on all heretics and unbelievers.

Despite the ambiguities of Catholic militancy and the infrequency of overt calls for the implementation of exterminationist policies, Counter-Reformation understandings of divine vengeance certainly did inspire ferocious reprisals on clearly distinguished “heretical” targets. Catholic noble officers and soldiers could see their bellicose acts as vengeance that responded directly to prior Calvinist violence. At various points during the religious wars, Huguenot crowds and troops performed iconoclasm, overthrew city governments, seized fortifications, dismantled churches and monasteries, pillaged communities, murdered priests, and massacred Catholic civilians and troops. Such violent acts outraged devout Catholics and inspired retaliation by the soldiers of God, as humble agents of a vengeance that was ultimately God’s alone.

**God’s Vengeance and Divine Punishment**

The re-establishment of the “true” faith would be accomplished by the work of soldiers of God who implemented His vengeance on heretics, witches, and irreligious persons. Catholics had formulated articulated notions of divine vengeance during the wars of the Catholic League, including the famous arguments of Jean Bodin. The gradual restoration of Gallicanism after the Edict of Nantes invested the king with more responsibility than ever for suppressing heresy and inflicting God’s vengeance. Many Catholics imagined warfare as divine punishment for the presence of heresy in French society,
seeing the destruction inflicted on Huguenot-controlled towns as the starkest
evidence of God’s vengeance.

Early seventeenth-century Catholics believed that divine vengeance
could purify government institutions and sacred spaces in France. The 1617
coup d’état against Marie de Médicis’ favorite Concino Concini offers fas-
cinating evidence of Counter-Reformation Catholic notions of God’s unwill-
ingness to tolerate bad government and irreligiosity. Many French Catholics
regarded the killing of the “tyrant” Concini in the courtyard of the palais du
Louvre as divine vengeance. Although Concini had lived his life as a Catholic
and his body was given a Catholic burial within Saint-Germain-l’Auxerrois
church in Paris, a crowd of scandalized Parisians disinterred Concini’s body
as polluting the sacred space of the church. The crowd proceeded to parade
the body through the streets of Paris and mutilate it in the place de Grève,
site of public executions in the city.149 Some Parisian Catholics suspected
Concini and his wife, Leonora Galagaï, of being demonically possessed
and exercising an evil influence over the young king. Concini’s supposed
crimes included Judaism and sorcery, in addition to corruption and abuse
of power.150 After her husband’s death, Galagaï was tried and convicted of
lèse-majesté divine et humaine, then executed in a public demonstration of
God’s vengeance on a dangerous witch who had threatened to destroy the
French monarchy.151

Participants in the French Wars of Religion saw combat as a dramatic
enactment of God’s vengeance. The sudden and explosive violence of battles
graphically revealed God’s will in human blood. At the battle of Île-de-Riez
in April 1622, the late arrival of Protestant ships to rescue Huguenot troops
was seen as “a just judgment of God against these heretical rebels, who hav-
ing dared in this way to save themselves. All the rest [of them] were in the
port crying ‘mercy’ and throwing themselves into the sea to avoid the fury
of the soldiers, who one can never prevent from killing in boarding….In
the end, the fury calmed, we took around two thousand prisoners, who were
sent to the galleys by the king.”152 Louis XIII’s initial reaction to his army’s
victory at Île-de-Riez recognized the divine guidance that he believed he had
received: “as it is God who led me and who denied grace to those who looked
to the sea for their salvation, it is reasonable that we render thanks to him.
I have ordered a Te deum in all the cathedral churches of this kingdom.”153
Public ritual celebrations of God’s vengeance united militant Catholics in a
common notion of cause.

Similarly, divine vengeance was at work at the Île-de-Ré, destroying the
Huguenot and English troops attempting to relieve the siege of La Rochelle
in 1627. The Tuscan ambassador to France, Giovan Battista Gondi, reported
the news of the battle of Île-de-Ré, and his correspondence provides an intriguing window into Counter-Reformation conceptions of divinity in this period. The victory seemed to be a sign from God and an example to all of Europe, which might soon conform to God’s “holy service.” Gondi hoped that the battle might solidify the relations between France and Spain, since “from this war, God wants to extract this great good for Christianity of the good union of the two most powerful faithful kings.” The ambassador also appreciated the significance of the victory for French Catholics, claiming that: “one recognizes the express miracle of God, and the downfall that will be given to heresy in this kingdom—and to rebellion—because, in sum, the capture of La Rochelle is taken for certain.” God was clearly protecting the king from the “dangers of war and the ambushes of traitors,” Gondi suggested. The ambassador also described how French Catholics responded to the news of the victory, reporting that many Parisians “shut themselves in to make frequent orations and with such devotion, and who I see still in the masses every morning with tears in their eyes, and raising their hands high.”

Parisians Catholics focused on the figure of the king, and his ordeals in recent illnesses and battles. According to Gondi, “everyone truly says that...he has lifted up his mind so much toward God that he lives the life of a saint.” The victory thus confirmed Louis XIII’s religiosity, and the Tuscan ambassador suggested that “it may mean seeing another Saint-Louis.” Many devout French Catholics indeed viewed their king as a saintly monarch who was emulating his celebrated predecessor by leading a holy crusade to inflict God’s vengeance.

Sieges served as sites of divine punishment on the communities of heretics and sinners. Numerous cities and towns were subjected to the ordeal of siege warfare during the civil wars of the 1610s and 1620s. A Catholic soldier at the siege of Chomerac observed that the hesitancy of the Protestant defenders to negotiate a capitulation after the city walls had been breached was a sign of God’s impending vengeance. For, he argued, “these miserable persons show us that when God wants to punish someone, he first takes away their judgment.” In the end, Chomerac did surrender, and the following day a number of the Huguenot defenders were executed as rebels. What impressed the Catholic author of this account was what he regarded as the obstinacy of the Calvinists, who did not “dispose their souls” before death. Many Huguenot communities suffered even more frightful demonstrations of divine vengeance. During the 1621–1622 civil war, Catholic armies burned the towns of Monheur and Tonneins, and massacred the inhabitants of Négrepelisse in a massive display of divine and royal vengeance.
The fall of the Huguenot city of La Rochelle in October 1628 heralded the final enactment of God’s wrath on southern French Catholics. La Rochelle had endured a brutal year-long siege that left roughly two-thirds of its population dead or refugees. Meanwhile, Catholic nobles in Vivarais had long awaited the punishment of the “heretics” of Privas, one of the principal Huguenot towns in Languedoc. Privas’ Protestant residents had carried out the destruction of the château de Privas in 1619, triggering a new outbreak of civil warfare in the area. A Catholic from the region argued that, “One can not understand this without believing assuredly that God will not leave these crimes unpunished, since from such bad starts always come bad endings.” As Catholic forces finally began to envelop Privas in 1629, some Protestant troops attempted to escape from the encirclement. One of the Catholic commanders, deciding that he did not have enough troops on hand to block the Huguenots’ escape, remarked: “let them go, God must punish Privas and deliver us.” The Catholic envelopment of Privas soon tightened, as additional Catholic forces arrived with artillery and began digging siegeworks.

The spectacular destruction of Privas in 1629 was widely regarded by French contemporaries as divine punishment on heretics who had dared to oppose God’s authority. One of the Catholic soldiers in the victorious army described the destruction: “The soldiers of the king sacked, pillaged, and burned the town completely, tearing to pieces all those [the inhabitants] that they encountered….it was a clear mark of the wrath of God on this rebel town.” He went on to justify the destruction of Privas in these terms: “here is the punishment that this rebel town merits, and the just punishment that it feels from the hand of God and the arms of the king, for having always been the retreat of those of the Huguenots who lit the fire of rebellion in Languedoc, Vivarais, and Dauphiné.” The cataclysmic destruction of Privas evoked the purifying flames that had engulfed Sodom and Gomorrah after their inhabitants had provoked God’s wrath. For Counter-Reformation Catholics, the devastation of Privas represented the implementation of divine justice both as a retribution against Calvinist “heretics” and as a just settlement allowing the re-establishment of the Catholic church in Vivarais after decades of Huguenot domination.
God’s Peace and His Church

Despite the massive destruction wrought by an angered God, Counter-Reformation Catholics paradoxically also considered God to be the bringer of peace. Devout Catholics passionately proclaimed the power of divine love, believing that God desired peace and that His plan would eventually bring concord to earth. His unconditional love of humans was absolute, according to Catholics, and God was thus considered the ultimate motivator and guarantor of peace agreements. Indeed, the Edict of Nantes’s preamble praised and glorified God for having brought about the peace settlement:

Among the infinite graces which it has pleased God to bestow on us, this is certainly one of the most notable and remarkable: to have given us virtue and strength to withstand the frightful troubles, confusions, and disorders which prevailed at our accession to this kingdom, which was divided into so many parties and factions, of which that which supported the legitimate government was the smallest; and nevertheless to so have strengthened us against this difficulty, that we have at length surmounted it, and have now reached a harbor of safety and repose for this state.164

This vision of God’s pacificatory role was not a unique feature of the Edict of Nantes, but an aspect of almost all truces and peaces during the religious wars. French Catholics struggled to reconcile their view that God willed them to fight against Protestants with their belief that God ultimately wanted peace.

If divine aspirations for concord were clear, God’s peacemaking gestures were not always easy to discern. During the long decades of religious warfare in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, numerous civil conflicts pitted groups of Catholics against other Catholics. While attention has been paid to these dynamics in the Catholic League period, attempts to conceive of Catholic religious politics in terms of two Catholic “parties,” Catholic Leagueur and politique, have arguably obscured more than they have clarified. The vast Catholic majority—perhaps 80 percent of the French population—could not be expected to agree on all issues of religious politics, and the problem of achieving peace among Catholics in France was extremely complicated throughout the religious wars. In the latter stages of the conflict, many Catholics expressed uncertainty over the sincerity of Henri de Navarre’s 1593 conversion from Calvinism to Catholicism. Conflict between the French and Spanish kings, two of the great champions of Catholicism in Europe, troubled many Catholics. Some Counter-Reformation Catholics were excited about the possibility of the “Spanish Marriages” in the 1610s uniting French and Spanish monarchies in a double matrimonial bond, but
others feared Spanish domination of the Gallican church. Invocations of God’s peace can be seen in correspondence dealing with the peace of Loudun that settled civil conflict among Catholic princes through compromise in 1616.166

During the querelles de la mère et du fils, the disconcerting spectacle of civil warfare between the king and the queen mother horrified Catholics and created highly ambiguous situations for faithful believers. Ambassadors at the French court described the confusion among Catholics created by the conflicts dividing the royal family. Traiano Guiscardi, for example, attempted to dispell the “bad impressions” of Marie de Médicis and to justify her actions during the 1618 civil war, seeing words and deeds as contrary.167 Catholic nobles attempted to fulfil God’s design amid the turbulent politics and chaos of civil warfare in early seventeenth-century France, but were often unsure of the proper actions to be taken. During the 1619 conflict between Louis XIII and his mother, Henri de Lorraine duc de Mayenne wrote to Marie de Médicis: “I pray to God with all my heart, Madame, that he may wish to assist you with his holy inspiration, being unable to contribute to this other than that which is the duty of a good man and most faithful servant of the king.”168 The duc de Mayenne eventually provided military and political support for the queen mother, but he carefully attempted to avoid direct conflict with the king.

God’s pacific desires could not be easily read in such circumstances, and devout Catholics seem to have been greatly troubled by the deep divisions between Bourbon royal family members and among French Catholics. An Italian observer at the French court suggested during negotiations in 1619 that God did not want the treaty, desiring instead a more firm, lasting agreement.169 A clearer path toward reconciliation between Marie de Médicis and Louis XIII opened after the king’s army won a victory at the battle of Ponts-de-Cé in 1620. The Tuscan ambassador forwarded news of the initial reunion of the queen mother with her son: “We continue in the common rejoicing at the happy reconciliation of the king with the queen his mother, hoping that God will favor it, conserving it inviolable and perpetual. This is the desire of the son and the mother, who testify to it by the words at their interview.”170 Months of negotiations and successive reconciliation ceremonies were necessary before God could be seen as decisively bringing peace between the queen mother and Louis XIII. Marie de Médicis was pleased when she could finally communicate “the joy that God has given me” in restoring their relationship.”171

There were even more severe inherent contradictions in any peace agreement with heretics, since such a treaty could be challenged as not
brining God’s peace. The efforts at reconciliation and coexistence between Catholics and Calvinists in southern France also drew on these notions of a pacific God. During discussions concerning a possible peace agreement in 1622, Claude Bullion wrote to Henri de Rohan duc de Rohan, the principal Protestant military leader in southern France, saying: “I hope that God will bless your interview and that His Majesty will receive the contentment that he promises himself for the good of his kingdom.” When a compromise agreement was eventually reached, some Catholics remained discontented, but the Protestant-controlled city of Montpellier did have to open its gates to the king’s army and submit to the installation of a Catholic garrison.

Many Catholics were convinced that, however desirous God might be of concord among his people, He did not want any peace with heretics. Olivier Christin demonstrates the depth of Catholic opposition to the 1563 pacification of Amboise, which then served as a model for subsequent peace agreements during the religious wars. Many French Catholics had opposed Michel de l’Hospital’s efforts at reconciliation with Protestants during the 1560s, mocking him by asking God to save them from the “Chancellor’s mass,” meaning a mass in which “some adherents of the Reformed faith continued to attend in order to avoid being declared heretic.” Later attempts at confessional reconciliation in France brought similar suspicions of peace agreements, as militant Catholics continually challenged any agreement requiring them to accept the polluting presence of Calvinists within Catholic communities. Catholics seem to have seen the bloody 1572 Saint Bartholomew’s Day Massacre as a royal-sanctioned execution of seditious Huguenot leaders, which offered proof that negotiating with Calvinists was against God’s will. Sylvie Daubresse shows that the parlement de Paris at this time viewed its role as a “sword against heresy,” protecting the king and French society from dangerous accommodations with heretics that might undermine royal authority and legal prerogatives. The Edict of Nantes initially met with serious Catholic opposition, but gained acceptance as Catholics learned how to use the edict to advance Counter-Reformation programs and aims. While some historians have recently stressed the possibilities of coexistence between Protestants and Catholics in France, they do so primarily by examining the period between the end of full-scale religious warfare in 1629 and the beginning of the infamous dragonnades under Louis XIV. During the early seventeenth century, Catholic agitation for the re-establishment of their church made an uneasy cohabitation with Calvinists difficult and prevented any real toleration from arising in southern France.

While Catholics were often angered by the provisions protecting Huguenots in many of the peace agreements during the religious wars, the
peace of Alès in 1629 represented a peace resolution that most Catholics could readily embrace. Following the sack of Privas, a whole succession of Protestant towns and cities in southern France capitulated to Catholic armies. The peace ended hostilities and confirmed the restoration of Catholicism throughout the kingdom of France. Catholic soldiers entered Montauban, the last major Calvinist-controlled city, following the agreement. Louis XIII and his Catholic troops dictated a peace that effectively ended religious warfare, opened Huguenot towns to Catholic missionaries, favoured Catholic institutions within mixed-religion communities, and fully restored Catholic practice throughout the kingdom.

Conclusion

Catholic notions of an active divinity gave great strength to the Counter-Reformation movement and its mission of restoring the mass and rebuilding churches in early seventeenth-century France. Lay Catholics who felt motivated by the Holy Spirit engaged in religious patronage, participated in monastic foundations, and supported conversion efforts. The desire to promote re-Catholicization and to restore the Catholic church in southern France fueled religious conquests to take control of religious sites and urban space in God’s name. Catholicism was restored largely through violence during the wars of the 1610s and 1620s, and the zealosity that motivated Catholics sometimes led to atrocities and massive destruction. Thereafter, Calvinism would be confined to a marginal status as a minority religion. Even where Huguenots represented a local majority of the population, they were forced to accept the presence of Catholic churches, clergy, bishops, monasteries, missionaries, and lay people. The period from 1598 to 1629 thus represented a distinct phase in the history of French Catholicism, in which Catholic religiosity was closely linked to violence, but simultaneously to an optimistic vision of successful reform and restoration.

Catholic conceptions of God in this period motivated and sustained a potent Counter-Reformation movement that sanctioned and glorified violence as a means to re-establish the “true” faith within France. Denis Crouzet’s mammoth study of the French Wars of Religion has re-situated God at the centre of the religious struggles in France. Crouzet refers to a “pure violence” emanating directly from God, in which combatants could see themselves embroiled in “combats for God, with God, in God.” Crouzet depicts both French Catholics and Calvinists as adopting relationships to the divine in terms of violence, although these relations were constructed from differing theological and practical points of view. This approach to God’s
role in French society allows intriguing new interpretations of the motives for the Saint Bartholomew’s Day Massacre and of the dynamics of violence during the wars of the Catholic League period of the 1580s. However, this approach seems to minimize the role of human agency by ascribing all violence to apocalyptic visions and underestimating the complex and contradictory ways in which Catholics interpreted God’s will. Crouzet’s analysis ultimately provides an unsatisfying, and overly tidy, conclusion that God was essentially restored with the assassination of Henri IV, the re-establishment of Gallicanism, and the development of absolutism. Examining the civil violence after 1598 reveals shifting—but still compelling—religious motives for violence among French Catholics. Devout Catholics in some other areas of Europe may have remained largely passive, but Catholic lay people in France played very active roles in the ongoing conflicts over religion.

Early seventeenth-century lay Catholic conceptions of God and divine presence also reveal the contradictions within the Counter-Reformation movement in France. Catholic desires for the annihilation of heresy clashed with their understanding of God’s forgiveness and compassion. Displays of God’s vengeance and of His pacific benevolence created tensions among the expectant Catholic faithful, who could not always understand the timing and character of His revelations. God was present and omnipotent, but at times his will seemed inscrutable, creating varying positions among lay Catholics seeking to fulfill his plan. While God at times inspired a “pure violence” from Catholics believers, Catholic relationships to the divine were more varied and complex than the totalizing view presented by Crouzet. The ways in which the participants in religious violence discussed God demonstrate that lay religiosity continued to shape the dynamics of religious violence long after the Edict of Nantes, but never in a univocal manner.

The experience of Henri II de Montmorency, duc de Montmorency, reveals the contradictory and paradoxical nature of Counter-Reformation Catholic lay religiosity and political causes in the early seventeenth century. He had supported the regency and the king in the 1610s, then prudently avoided open support for Marie de Médicis in her conflicts with Louis XIII in 1618–1620. Throughout the 1620s, the duc de Montmorency had been an enthusiastic soldier of God and faithful dévot, fighting at the sieges of Montauban, Montpellier, and Privas. When the flight of Marie de Médicis and Gaston de Bourbon, duc d’Orléans, triggered another civil conflict in 1631–1632, Montmorency sided with Gaston de Bourbon against Cardinal Richelieu. Distressed Catholics in southern France divided over whether or not to support the ducs de Montmorency and d’Orléans. The “rebellion” quickly collapsed after the duc de Montmorency was captured at the battle
of Castelnaudary in October 1632 and executed in Toulouse. Yet, many of Montmorency’s Catholic contemporaries continued to see him as a champion of the faith, and Toulousain Catholics debated how to memorialize him as a fallen hero. Montmorency’s secretary and memoirist depicted his death as a noble sacrifice: “God wanted that his death should be as admirable as his life; that his last actions should crown all the others; and that his Christian virtues would cast off even more brilliance than that of [all] the heroes.”

God could call even his most bellicose servants to offer their lives for his peace and the king’s justice.

The 1632 civil war thus ironically demonstrated the strength of the Counter-Reformation movement in southern France and confirmed the restoration of Catholicism that had been accomplished in the early seventeenth century. The duc de Montmorency’s sacrifice illustrates Counter-Reformation attitudes toward violence and the restoration of the “true” church. The unwillingness of Huguenots to challenge the 1629 peace of Alès and enter civil conflict a mere three years after its implementation signaled that full-scale religious wars had indeed ended. At the same time, despite the death of Montmorency and the punishment of his followers in Languedoc, the Catholic restoration in southern France could not be undermined even by serious political disruptions and divisions among Catholics. While the process of eradicating “heresy” was not completed by 1629, Catholic lay participants in early seventeenth-century conflicts had successfully promoted a particular religious politics of Catholic revival that significantly influenced the political culture of the period. Southern French lay Catholics felt that God had recognized their piety and granted their desires for the re-establishment of Catholic practice throughout southern France.
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